LOCAL BUSINESS

BATHROOMS IN BLOOM

Summer definitely has arrived! Good weather certainly gives
all of us a boost. Here’s how to bring that feeling into your
bathroom so that you can enjoy summertime every day.

A

T THE VERY LEAST, you
can ring the changes
with the right towels,
bathmats and accessories.
Seasonal styling accents
are popular tool amongst interior
designers. This time of year, fresh
flowers are another attractive touch.
Pantone’s Colour of the Year, Ultra Violet
is bold, and while it may not be everyone’s
cup-of-tea, there are ways of introducing
accents into your bathroom that are right
on trend without going overboard.
The good news is that for those
of us who prefer something a little
calmer, Pantone’s supporting palettes
are a perfect place to start.
There are four in total, providing
plenty of scope for interiors. For a more

subtle, less full-on approach, take a
look at Purple Haze. There’s a timeless
quality to the subtle blends and
harmonies of these misty, smoky hues.
Use them with pretty pastels to bring a
touch of summer into any space, especially
alongside bright white bathroom fittings.

BATHED IN COLOUR

If you’re lucky enough to have a cast iron
bath, you can easily paint it a subtle colour
to match the mood of your bathing space.
Heritage’s elegant cast iron baths have
AA grade white ripple enamel, traditional
ball and claw feet, and can be painted any
colour. They’re an excellent investment as
each one comes with a lifetime guarantee.

BACKGROUND STORY

Simple backdrop changes can transform
your bathroom. If you feel yours needs
sprucing up then wallpaper or a fresh
coat of emulsion can work wonders.
Remember to follow your theme through
with fresh flowers to underpin the season.

LOVELY LUSTRES

Start your day with some sparkle - we’re
now seeing lustre finishes making their
way into bathroom fittings. The beauty
is their light reflection qualities with
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surfaces radiating soft sheens of light.
Utopia’s new Lustre range does just
that. Silky smooth surfaces, fabulous
colour combinations and glass
fascias oozing quality and style.
Fancy adding some gleam without too
much expense? Changing the handles
or knobs on your bathroom cupboards
or units can really add character and
style. Take these crystal ones for instance
– they bounce light around really
effectively especially on a sunny day.
For more creative ideas or
practical advice, visit the Willbond
Bathrooms showroom at Spital Lane,
Chesterfield, S41 0EX, call 01246 245
710 or visit willbond.co.uk.
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